
Ø Camouflaged object detection (COD) heavily rely on pixel-level annotated datasets, while Weakly-supervised COD
(WSCOD) approaches with sparse annotations like scribbles or points can lead to decreased accuracy. The Segment
Anything Model (SAM) shows remarkable segmentation ability with sparse prompts like points. But manual prompt is not
always feasible, as it may not be accessible in real-world application. And it it only provides localization information instead of
semantic one, which can intrinsically cause ambiguity in interpreting targets.

Ø We aim to eliminate the need for manual prompt. We introduce a test-time instance-wise adaptation mechanism called
Generalizable SAM (GenSAM) to automatically generate and optimize visual prompts given generic task prompt for WSCOD.

Ø The key idea is to employ Cross-modal Chains of Thought Prompting (CCTP) to reason visual prompts using the semantic
information given by a generic text prompt. In particular, CCTP maps a single generic text prompt onto image-specific
consensus foreground and background heatmaps, using vision-language models, acquiring reliable visual prompts. Moreover,
to test-time adapt the visual prompts, we further propose Progressive Mask Generation (PMG) to iteratively reweight the input
image, guiding the model to focus on the targeted region in a coarse-to-fine manner.

Ø Experiments on three benchmarks demonstrate that GenSAM outperforms point supervision approaches and achieves
comparable results to scribble supervision ones, solely relying on general task descriptions.
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1.Cross-modal Chains of Thought Prompting (CCTP)
Ø It takes a generic task prompt as input. BLIP2 generates an image caption for each image with the input generic prompt.
Ø Based on this prompt and generated caption, three parallel chains of thought are constructed to extract keywords about

concealed animals and their corresponding background from unlabelled images.
Ø These keywords are then fed into our designed spatial CLIP module, which generates heatmaps for locating the camouflaged

objects. High-confidence regions selected from these heatmaps serve as prompts to guide the segmentation process.
2. Progressive Mask Generation (PMG)
Ø The heatmaps generated by CCTP are weighted and utilized as visual prompts in PMG, gradually directing the model's

attention towards task-relevant regions.
Ø In addition, during the adaptation process, the mask generated by a single iteration that is closest to the average mask

obtained from multiple iterations is selected as the final output.

1. SAM has limited comprehension on its segmented object.
Ø Manual prompts can only provide location information of desired segmentation objects, but lack in semantic information,

leading to potential ambiguity.
Ø Despite prompts in figure above targeting the same object, minor changes in the point prompt's position can make SAM

misinterpret the desired object, greatly changing the results.
2. SAM exhibits a strong bias in interpreting prompts
Ø Even with more information from scribble prompts, SAM still misunderstands the target, leading to limited performance.
Ø SAM still requires instance-specific manual prompts, which may not always be practical in real-world scenarios, and the

question of eliminating this need remains unexplored.
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Results on COD with point supervision and scribble supervision

Motivation

Polyp Image Segmentation and Shadow Detection with generic task prompt.

Highly competitive performance and less supervision:
Ø Achieve compete performance with only one prompt
Ø Up to 0.174 boost on COD10K dataset;

Project link: https://lwpyh.github.io/GenSAM/ 
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